
SecureWatch® SmartWall ONE Services

Overview

Introducing our latest Security Services, tailored to boost the
SmartWall ONE™ solution's defense against DDoS attacks.
With DDoS attacks becoming more frequent, bigger, and more
complex, it's essential to keep defenses sharp. That's where
our SecureWatch Services come in.

Annual Subscriptions

SmartWall ONE is already a top-tier, automated defense
system that can handle massive attacks. But even the best
defenses can benefit from a little upkeep. Our new SmartWall
ONE services ensure you have the strongest protection
possible. 

Imagine having an expert team dedicated to managing your
DDoS protection around the clock. This service does just that,
offering peace of mind with a fixed yearly subscription. 

SecureWatch DDoS Fully Managed Service:
Need expert assistance on the fly? This on-demand service
lets you tap into our SecureWatch Security team for
SmartWall ONE-related actions, ensuring you're never left in
the lurch. 

SecureWatch Attack Time Service:  

Boost SmartWall ONE’s defense with precise Geo & ASN
insights and country-specific traffic control, all updated live for
superior network protection and integration. 

IP Intelligence Service:  
Minimize downtime with rapid replacement of faulty units,
ensuring your defenses remain strong without interruption.

Advance Hardware Replacement Service:

One-Time Fees

When DDoS attacks strike, this service is your rapid response
team, available per incident to mitigate threats swiftly. 

SecureWatch Emergency Response Service:  
Think of this as your DDoS protection tune-up, optimizing your
system's security setup to ensure maximum defense
capability. 

SecureWatch Security Optimization Service: 

After an attack, understanding what happened is crucial. This
service provides in-depth investigation and reporting on specific
events. 

SecureWatch Forensic Investigation Service: 

Evaluate your DDoS readiness with a thorough audit, ensuring
your defenses are solid and prepared. 

SecureWatch Audit Service: 

Have an event that needs extra protection? This service boosts
your DDoS defenses during crucial times, protecting your
critical business operations. 

SecureWatch Period of Interest Service: 

Get your DDoS solutions up and running smoothly with expert
installation and deployment of both hardware and software
components. 

Installation and Deployment Services: 

Empower your team with knowledge through a 2-day training
class, enhancing your internal DDoS defense capabilities. 

Educational Class:

Bespoke SOWs

For unique needs, this service offers tailored solutions to fit your
specific DDoS protection requirements. 

Customized Professional Service:  
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SecureWatch DDoS Intelligence Service:
Think of this as your AI co-pilot, proactively feeding SmartWall
ONE with the latest defenses, stopping new threats before
they hit.

Each service is designed with your security
and convenience in mind, offering a range of
solutions to ensure your network remains
resilient against DDoS threats. 

Maximize Your SmartWall ONE
Performance with SecureWatch Services.


